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TERRAMIN AUSTRALIA LimitedTERRAMIN AUSTRALIA Limited

Angas Zinc Angas Zinc 
ProjectProject

The The AngasAngas Zinc Project: Zinc Project: 
Closure PlanClosure Plan

The aim of this presentation is to provide The aim of this presentation is to provide 
stakeholders with a clear image of the stakeholders with a clear image of the 
process and outcomes of the process and outcomes of the Angas Angas Zinc Zinc 
Project with respect to closure related issuesProject with respect to closure related issues

–– Overall closure plan using Risk based approachOverall closure plan using Risk based approach
–– Based on discrete Domains each with specific Based on discrete Domains each with specific 

closure plansclosure plans
–– This is a workThis is a work in progress and will involve the in progress and will involve the 

CCC over the coming years.CCC over the coming years.
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The The AngasAngas Zinc Project: Zinc Project: 
Closure ObjectivesClosure Objectives

•• Development of beneficial landscapes.Development of beneficial landscapes.
•• Protection of the environment and public health and Protection of the environment and public health and 

safety by using safe and responsible closure safety by using safe and responsible closure 
practices.practices.

•• Reduce or eliminate adverse environmental effects Reduce or eliminate adverse environmental effects 
once the mine ceases operations.once the mine ceases operations.

•• Establish conditions which are consistent with Establish conditions which are consistent with 
predetermined end land use objectivespredetermined end land use objectives

•• Reduce the need for longReduce the need for long--term monitoring (i.e. term monitoring (i.e. 
constructed landforms made safe and stable in both constructed landforms made safe and stable in both 
a a geotechnical geotechnical and geochemical areas).  and geochemical areas).  

The The AngasAngas Zinc Project: Zinc Project: 
Closure ObjectivesClosure Objectives

•• Ensure the process of mine closure and lease Ensure the process of mine closure and lease 
relinquishment occurs in an orderly, costrelinquishment occurs in an orderly, cost--effective effective 
and timely manner.and timely manner.

•• Ensure that future risks and liability issues with the Ensure that future risks and liability issues with the 
site have been eliminated or are controlled to an site have been eliminated or are controlled to an 
acceptable level.acceptable level.

•• Development of an integrated, holistic and Development of an integrated, holistic and 
fundamentally risk based closure plan, provide fundamentally risk based closure plan, provide 
opportunities, anticipate threats and provide a opportunities, anticipate threats and provide a 
structured framework for closure.structured framework for closure.
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Closure Methodology Closure Methodology 

•• Adopted Minerals Council of Australia Adopted Minerals Council of Australia 
Strategic Framework for Mine ClosureStrategic Framework for Mine Closure
–– Stakeholder involvement, planning, financial Stakeholder involvement, planning, financial 

provision, implementation, standards and provision, implementation, standards and 
relinquishmentrelinquishment

•• Each domain was assessed with respect Each domain was assessed with respect 
to;to;
–– Rehabilitation, decommissioning, reRehabilitation, decommissioning, re--

mediations, geotechnical assessment, mediations, geotechnical assessment, 
landform establishment, relandform establishment, re--vegetation, vegetation, 
aesthetics, heritage, health and safety and post aesthetics, heritage, health and safety and post 
closure maintenanceclosure maintenance

DomainsDomains
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Northern DomainNorthern Domain
(Effluent ponds)(Effluent ponds)

•• No operational impact on this DomainNo operational impact on this Domain
–– Effluent ponds/Tuckers SwampEffluent ponds/Tuckers Swamp
–– Significant remnant habitat: River Red Significant remnant habitat: River Red 

Gums, Lignum shrub Gums, Lignum shrub 
•• To be preserved in current conditionTo be preserved in current condition
Proposed End UseProposed End Use

–– To remain unalteredTo remain unaltered

Buffer DomainBuffer Domain

•• Only operational impact on this DomainOnly operational impact on this Domain
–– Establishment of ETSA sub stationEstablishment of ETSA sub station

•• To be preserved in current conditionTo be preserved in current condition
–– ETSA sub station is likely to remain for ETSA sub station is likely to remain for 

future nearby land subdivision.future nearby land subdivision.
Proposed End UseProposed End Use

–– To remain unalteredTo remain unaltered
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End Use PossibilitiesEnd Use Possibilities
•• Southern Domain Southern Domain -- TSFTSF

–– Rangeland/grazingRangeland/grazing
–– Parkland (showpiece for environmental Parkland (showpiece for environmental 

rehabilitation)rehabilitation)
–– Relocate Model Relocate Model AeroplaneAeroplane clubclub
–– Sewage Effluent Ponds (close existing ponds)Sewage Effluent Ponds (close existing ponds)
–– Car Park to support Central DomainCar Park to support Central Domain

•• Central Domain Central Domain -- BoxcutBoxcut
–– Parkland (showpiece for environmental Parkland (showpiece for environmental 

rehabilitation)rehabilitation)
–– Return to a Quarry OperationReturn to a Quarry Operation
–– Return to a Return to a Landfill areaLandfill area
–– Amphitheater for musical functionsAmphitheater for musical functions
–– Industrial ParkIndustrial Park
–– Water park recreation areaWater park recreation area

Central DomainCentral Domain
((BoxcutBoxcut & Plant)& Plant)

•• The implementation of the reThe implementation of the re--vegetation plan will vegetation plan will 
ensure that the area will be restored to a level ensure that the area will be restored to a level 
significantly better than the presignificantly better than the pre--mining conditionmining condition

•• Rehabilitation will encompassRehabilitation will encompass
–– Removal of infrastructureRemoval of infrastructure
–– Fill portal access under Fill portal access under CallingtonCallington RoadRoad
–– Cap Portal & Vent RiseCap Portal & Vent Rise
–– Rehabilitate roadwaysRehabilitate roadways
–– Removal of water damsRemoval of water dams

Proposed End UseProposed End Use
–– Parkland Parkland (showpiece for environmental rehabilitation)(showpiece for environmental rehabilitation)
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Southern DomainSouthern Domain
(Tailings Storage Facility)(Tailings Storage Facility)

•• The implementation of the reThe implementation of the re--vegetation plan vegetation plan 
will ensure that the area will be restored to a will ensure that the area will be restored to a 
level significantly better than the prelevel significantly better than the pre--mining mining 
conditioncondition

•• Rehabilitation will encompassRehabilitation will encompass
–– Removal of infrastructureRemoval of infrastructure
–– Installation of impervious cover linerInstallation of impervious cover liner
–– Earthworks Earthworks –– reshaping, topsoil, sowing reshaping, topsoil, sowing 
–– Capping of decant towerCapping of decant tower

Proposed End UseProposed End Use
–– Parkland Parkland (showpiece for environmental (showpiece for environmental 

rehabilitation)rehabilitation)

Closure CriteriaClosure Criteria
A bond will be lodged at the commencement of mining A bond will be lodged at the commencement of mining 

based on rehabilitation needs for the site. Main areas based on rehabilitation needs for the site. Main areas 
for remediation up will be as follows:for remediation up will be as follows:

•• Tailings storage facilityTailings storage facility
•• Infrastructure on siteInfrastructure on site
•• Decline portal Decline portal 
•• Process water dam Process water dam 
•• Site roads/tracksSite roads/tracks
The bond is to be set by PIRSA once Mining Lease The bond is to be set by PIRSA once Mining Lease 

granted.granted.
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Closure  MonitoringClosure  Monitoring
•• Disturbed areas to be restored to or better Disturbed areas to be restored to or better 

than prethan pre--mining levels mining levels –– visual amenityvisual amenity
•• Soil productivity restoredSoil productivity restored
•• Ground water levels will equilibrate to preGround water levels will equilibrate to pre--

mining levels in terms of both metal ions and mining levels in terms of both metal ions and 
water table levelwater table level

•• Dust deposition in terms of both mass & lead Dust deposition in terms of both mass & lead 
levels will remain at prelevels will remain at pre--mining levelsmining levels

Closure OutcomeClosure Outcome

•• OutcomeOutcome
–– Upon mine closure, the site, including the Tailings Storage Upon mine closure, the site, including the Tailings Storage 

Facility is to be left in a stable, nonFacility is to be left in a stable, non--polluting state. The site polluting state. The site 
will be returned to a land use, consistent with the will be returned to a land use, consistent with the 
StrathalbynStrathalbyn development plan and determined in development plan and determined in 
conjunction with the Community Consultative Committee.conjunction with the Community Consultative Committee.

•• CriteriaCriteria
–– include no change to surface or groundwater include no change to surface or groundwater physicophysico--

chemical properties beyond background levels, replanted chemical properties beyond background levels, replanted 
vegetation to be self sustaining, and the Tailings Storage vegetation to be self sustaining, and the Tailings Storage 
Facility to be Facility to be geochemicallygeochemically and and hydrologicallyhydrologically stable, as stable, as 
agreed to quantifiable standards determined in consultation agreed to quantifiable standards determined in consultation 
with PIRSA and the EPA.with PIRSA and the EPA.
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Stakeholder InvolvementStakeholder Involvement

Community involvement in the Community involvement in the 
development of a closure strategy development of a closure strategy 
which minimises impact on the local which minimises impact on the local 
community while fulfilling obligations community while fulfilling obligations 
to stakeholders.to stakeholders.
–– Involvement via CCCInvolvement via CCC

RevegetationRevegetation
programprogram
Highlighted areas 
are the domain 
based plans for the 
revegetation plan


